NEW START, SAME MAN
DB Ykili Ross to take official visit to campus

By MIKE MONACO
Senior Sports Writer

After 35 days between home games — tied for the longest stretch in Notre Dame program history — the Irish will return to their home turf Saturday when they welcome Northwestern to Notre Dame Stadium. And with its first opportunity since mid-October to host recruits for a game weekend, Notre Dame will welcome class of 2015 four-star defensive back Ykili Ross for an official visit.

Ross, the No. 180 overall player in the country according to 247Sports’ composite rankings, took an unofficial visit to South Bend in late June, per 247Sports. Irish recruiting analyst Tom Loy said Notre Dame is recruiting the multi-skilled Ross as a cornerback.

“You could make an argument that he’s the top guy left on the board just for his versatility to play cornerback, safety, wide receiver,” said Loy, who covers Notre Dame recruiting for Blue and Gold Illustrated, part of the 247Sports network. “He can play anywhere.”

Irish defensive backs coach Kerry Cooks has been Ross’s primary recruiter, according to Loy.

“It all makes sense,” Loy said. “They want a long, athletic, fast corner. He’s exactly that. He fits the bill. He’s just a freak athlete that could be dominant on both sides of the ball.”

Ross was initially scheduled to take his official visit next weekend when Notre Dame squares off with Louisville, but the California native moved up his trip by one week.

“With him coming in a week early, he’s going to get the red-carpet treatment,” Loy said. “There’s nobody else coming in this weekend that’s gonna steal any attention from (Irish head coach Brian) Kelly, Cokes, (defensive coordinator Brian) VanGorder, anybody really. The whole staff’s gonna give a push.

“So that’s a big key for Notre Dame. They’re very, very much in this.”

Loy said he expects the decision to come down to Notre Dame versus USC.

Cornerbacks Shaun Crawford, Nick Coleman and Ashton White and safeties Prentice McKinney and Nicco Fertitta have also committed to the Irish for the recruiting cycle.

While Ross is the only scheduled weekend visitor, Notre Dame already has five recruits lined up for next weekend’s senior day matchup with the Cardinals. Class of 2015 running back Ronald Jones II, an Oklahoma State commitment since April, is among those set to be in attendance. Jones checks in as the No. 9 running back and No. 84 overall player in the class of 2015. Loy said the Irish have liked Jones for a long time and described Jones’s commitment to the Cowboys as “surprising.”

“The combination of athleticism and academics offered in South Bend was a big selling point, and Jones is a strong academic kid and he liked that about Notre Dame,” Loy said.

The Irish have continued to recruit Jones since his commitment, Loy added. Notre Dame still has a group of running back targets on its board for the class of 2015. Loy said Soso Jamabo remains the top option, but Nick Brossette (an LSU commitment), Jones and Dexter Williams (a Miami pledge expected to visit next weekend) are all in the mix as well.

“If they can get their hands on one of these top guys, that collection of running backs, that’s a huge pull,” Loy said.

The Irish offered class of 2016 cornerback Damar Hamlin on Tuesday. The No. 11 cornerback in his class, Hamlin also holds offers from the likes of Penn State, Ohio State and West Virginia.

“I love Damar Hamlin,” Loy said. “He’s long. He’s only 6-feet tall, but he’s got long arms. He reminds me a lot of (Irish freshman cornerback) Nick Watkins coming out of high school — above-average speed, really technically sound, just a polished corner-back compared to a lot of kids his age.

“... I think Notre Dame will be a player for Hamlin.”

For more on Notre Dame recruiting, check out BlueAndGold.com. Email Andrew Owens at aowens@blueandgold.com and tell him The Observer sent you.

Contact Mike Monaco at jmonaco@nd.edu
Farley said he placed these lofty expectations on himself as well, but such thoughts were hindrances at times.

“I think I had to grow up a lot,” Farley said of his play last season. “When you get put in a situation where you do well and then you come back and things are expected of you and you don’t do as well or don’t live up to it, it’s easy to take it hard on yourself and harp on things that you should probably let go.”

As a senior, Farley was asked to play the nickelback corner position under new defensive coordinator Brian VanGorder. The position was much more complex compared to the nickel corner in former defensive coordinator Bob Diaco’s system, and after watching a lot of film, VanGorder asked Farley to make some changes. Farley said he took it all in stride.

“I saw it as a way to start me over,” Farley said. “It’s a position change. It’s a new coordinator, a new system. It’s kind of been the story of my career: starting over. I had no reservations about when he said he wanted to move me. I was on board 100 percent.”

Farley said he was much more prepared for his senior year because he put his time at Notre Dame into perspective. His even-keeled demeanor has contributed to his play this season, which has included 32 tackles, 3.5 sacks, 6.5 tackles-for-loss and three interceptions.

“I came in this season with a different mindset that I was just going to enjoy this because there’s somebody somewhere — probably thousands of people — who would trade with me in a day and trade with any of us, not just myself. It goes so fast. ... I feel like I just get here. So really I just enjoy every day, give my all every day and try to encourage everybody else around me. It is through all of his trials and experiences that Farley has become a calming force and advisor for his young teammates and new starters on the Irish defense, he said.

“I feel like I have gone through a lot of things that they have gone through,” Farley said. “My sophomore year, I got thrown in due to an injury, and last year, I had a lot of ups and downs. So having gone through that, and seeing guys when they get done, it’s really easy for me to pick up on it because I was right there really not too long ago at all.”

Farley remains rooted in and inspired by the lessons his family has taught him, he said. His memories cover his left arm, chest and back in the form of tattoos. On his bicep, his very first tattoo, which reads “Semper Fidelis,” or “Farley Forever,” surrounded by the outline of North Carolina reminds him of his family and home. The number “7” on his elbow represents his seven siblings.

Coming off the “7,” a staircase climbs into the clouds of heaven in remembrance of his deceased brother, Titus. The poem, “Invictus,” on his arm, with its passage “I am the master of my fate, I am the captain of my soul,” while the large Icarus on his shoulder reminds him to be humble and grounded, he said. These images map out how Farley became who he is as a person, he said.

“I think tattoos are the story of my life on my arm,” Farley said. “If you have a gift, you should share it.”

“With his style comes his unique style, something who have helped me get where I have been and where I am, but that doesn’t take too much talent. It’s been cool to learn something new, pick something up.”

Music connects to all things, even football, Farley said.

“When you’re playing a game like football, [music] definitely adds to it, even if it is just a pregame soundtrack,” Farley said. “If you hear it every time before you go out, it kind of gets your mind set right, adds consistency.”

The consistency and uniqueness that define Farley as a person have shown up on the field this season, as he has consistently made the big play when most needed. Farley summed up his personality and play in his description of his beard.

“If you have a gift, you should share it.”
Interested in writing about Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s sports for The Observer?

Email Sports Editor Mary Green at mgreen8@nd.edu
I know what you’re thinking, Irish fans.

Last weekend was great. With no Notre Dame games, there was more time to huddle inside and enjoy other college football games on television.

Weird to have two bye weeks in a three-week stretch, but hey, roll with it. Now, Notre Dame should be ready to keep charging against Northwestern on Saturday. The Navy game wasn’t the prettiest, but the Irish have had plenty of time to rest and recover before continuing the College Football Playoff quest. What well-timed bye weeks.

Sorry, what? Notre Dame played last week? The first half was an abyss of misery as the Irish lost to Arizona State, 55-31? Are you sure? I am sure, Irish fans.

That loss was a slap to the Irish, and as hard as it might be for fans to take, this Saturday marks the first game since Notre Dame’s playoff hopes ended.

The Sun Devils launched themselves from No. 9 to No. 6 in the College Football Playoff rankings with the win over the Irish. They’re solidly positioned for a shot at the playoffs with a large helping of football still left.

That could have been Notre Dame. Instead, the Irish dropped to No. 18 in the playoff committee’s rankings. There’s virtually no way back to playoff contention.

There are positives, though, I promise. Maybe seniors who wanted to witness another national championship game won’t see a lot of sunshine in the possibilities, but Notre Dame is still a top-20 team. This isn’t a 9-4 team with a loss to Pittsburgh.

The Rose Bowl and Sugar Bowl are out, as these will serve as the two semifinal games in the playoffs. The Cotton, Fiesta and Peach Bowls are long shots with so many teams ahead of the Irish, as is the Orange Bowl, although the Irish have a tie-in there.

Even if Notre Dame misses one of these major bowls, the Irish could play their way into an intriguing matchup.

Sports Illustrated and ESPN each recently projected Notre Dame to play in the Russell Athletic Bowl against Oklahoma. Two dynamic offenses and the potential for the Irish to get payback for last season’s 35-21 loss? This could be good.

CBS Sports put the Irish in the Belk Bowl against LSU. A big game against an SEC team would provide an electric atmosphere and a quality test for Notre Dame.

Because remember, this team is still being tested. Although the Irish are no longer being measured under the pressure of playoff aspirations, this team still matters because Notre Dame does have a shot at a pretty good bowl game and because there is a lot of player development left to do.

This season’s team has outperformed the expectations of many. Underclassmen impressed, and they’ll be here for a few more years. The Irish proved they could play one of the country’s best teams — not just top 10, but top two — and excel.

If this season becomes a stepping-stone to a future playoff appearance, maybe the phrase “offensive pass interference” will stop driving barbs into Irish fans’ hearts. Or at least barbs not dipped in acid.

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

Contact Samantha Zuba at szuba@nd.edu

Samantha Zuba
Assistant Managing Editor

Strong bowl options still await ND after ASU loss

If this season becomes a stepping-stone to a future playoff appearance, maybe the phrase “offensive pass interference” will stop driving barbs into Irish fans’ hearts. Or at least barbs not dipped in acid.
A week after the so-called “debacle in the desert,” Notre Dame has a chance to spit out the bitter taste left in its mouth from the loss to Arizona State.

Expect Everett Golson to bounce back with a clean—if not necessarily spectacular—performance. The Irish will miss the ball without much trouble against the Northwestern defense.

On the other side, the Wildcats must find a way to sustain drives against Brian VanGorder’s defense. Northwestern quarterback Trevor Siemian found success in the Wildcats’ last game, which was against Michigan, but Siemian won’t strike much fear in the eyes of the Irish defense, even with fresh man middle linebacker Nyles Morgan.

The Irish will get back on track in a big way.

FINAL SCORE: Notre Dame 41, Northwestern 10

Turnovers, whoever’s fault they may be, have dogged the Irish this season, and they did again last Saturday. Northwestern doesn’t have the pass rush or powerful defense line to create a frenzy like Arizona State did, so Notre Dame should have a better chance to hang onto the ball.

Northwestern will be aggressive, as head coach Pat Fitzgerald proved last week with his adventurous two-point conversion call, but the Wildcats’ offense has been largely anemic.

Look for Notre Dame’s defense to shut down Northwestern quarterback Trevor Siemian.

Everett Golson and the Irish should be able to outscore Northwestern by a large margin.

FINAL SCORE: Notre Dame 42, Northwestern 10
EDGE: NoRtHWeStErN

The Wildcats have struggled lately, giving up more than 35 points in two of their last three games. In total, the Wildcats have allowed 304 points and 117 points over the last two games. Unfortunately for Golson, he’ll face a defense that has successfully forced turnovers. The Wildcats have intercepted 11 passes, third most in the nation. In addition, the Wildcats have given up 109 points in the last three games, with 48 points allowed against Arizona State, one week after he accounted for six touchdowns versus Navy. Sophomore receiver Will Fuller and senior receiver Amir Carlisle each had more than 90 yards against the Sun Devils.

Unfortunately for Golson, he’ll face a defense that has successfully forced turnovers. The Wildcats have intercepted 11 passes, third most in the nation. In addition, the Wildcats have given up 109 points in the last three games, with 48 points allowed against Arizona State, one week after he accounted for six touchdowns versus Navy. Sophomore receiver Will Fuller and senior receiver Amir Carlisle each had more than 90 yards against the Sun Devils.

The Irish may not have a shot at the playoffs, but they still look to finish the season on a high note. Notre Dame’s hopes for a national championship may have been dashed after last week’s loss, but the team will still look to finish the season on a high note. Everett Golson took much of the blame for last Saturday’s performance, which included five turnovers. With that mentality, Golson will rebound this week and let it fly against a porous defense. While it would be unlikely for Golson to replicate last Saturday’s performance, an aggressive, poised Northwestern secondary might not be exactly the remedy for him to get back to the level of some of his earlier performances.

EDGE: NoRTHe DaMe

The Wildcats will need to tighten up and special teams will need to be more consistent. Although the Wildcats are struggling, Notre Dame needs to prove that it will not play to its opponent’s level in order to start to regain its credibility. The Irish will do just that.

FINAL SCORE: Notre Dame 48, Northwestern 20

IRISH PASSING

Much attention has been focused on Irish senior quarterback Everett Golson after his five-turnover performance Saturday. Golson certainly had his struggles — and his six fumbles are cause for concern — but Saturday’s performance was far from solely his fault, as his offensive line failed to block, his receivers bobbled passes, and players were out of position.

Golson still managed to throw for a career-high 446 yards and two touchdowns against Arizona State, one week after he accounted for six touchdowns versus Navy. Sophomore receiver Will Fuller and senior receiver Amir Carlisle each had more than 90 yards against the Sun Devils.

From a defensive standpoint, the Wildcats will need to stop a surging Northwestern offense that has successfully forced turnovers. The Wildcats have intercepted 11 passes, third most in the nation. In addition, the Wildcats have given up 109 points in the last three games, with 48 points allowed against Arizona State, one week after he accounted for six touchdowns versus Navy. Sophomore receiver Will Fuller and senior receiver Amir Carlisle each had more than 90 yards against the Sun Devils.

Unfortunately for Golson, he’ll face a defense that has successfully forced turnovers. The Wildcats have intercepted 11 passes, third most in the nation. In addition, the Wildcats have given up 109 points in the last three games, with 48 points allowed against Arizona State, one week after he accounted for six touchdowns versus Navy. Sophomore receiver Will Fuller and senior receiver Amir Carlisle each had more than 90 yards against the Sun Devils.

The Irish may not have a shot at the playoffs, but they still look to finish the season on a high note. Notre Dame’s hopes for a national championship may have been dashed after last week’s loss, but the team will still look to finish the season on a high note. Everett Golson took much of the blame for last Saturday’s performance, which included five turnovers. With that mentality, Golson will rebound this week and let it fly against a porous defense. Although the Wildcats are struggling, Notre Dame needs to prove that it will not play to its opponent’s level in order to start to regain its credibility. The Irish will do just that.

FINAL SCORE: Notre Dame 48, Northwestern 20

IRISH OFFENSIVE COACHING

Under the direction of Kelly and offensive coordinator Mike Denbrock, Notre Dame has put up nearly 35 points per game, the highest scoring average in the Kelly era. The Irish have averaged more than 400 yards in three of their last four games and still scored 27 points in the game they didn’t.

Under sixth-year defensive coordinator Mike Hankwitz, Northwestern has allowed slightly more than 22 points per game. But the Wildcats have struggled lately, giving up more than 35 points in two of their last three games.

EDGE: NoRTHe DaMe

Senior kicker Kyle Brindza has missed three field goals over the last two games, though he’s not fully to blame — junior holder Hunter Smith, who has since been replaced by sophomore quarterback Malik Zaire, mishandled a snap last weekend.

Northwestern excels in blocking field goals, ranking second nationally with five blocks on the season.

EDGE: NoRTHe DaMe

IRISH SPECIAL TEAMS

After its success to start the season, Notre Dame’s special teams unit has shown some regression to its level of play over the last few seasons. Senior kicker Kyle Brindza has missed three field goals over the last two games, though he’s not fully to blame — junior holder Hunter Smith, who has since been replaced by sophomore quarterback Malik Zaire, mishandled a snap last weekend.

Northwestern excels in blocking field goals, ranking second nationally with five blocks on the season.

EDGEd: NoRTHe DaMe

IRISH SCHEDULE (7-2)

Aug. 30 Rice (W 48-17)
Sept. 6 vs. Purdue (W 30-14)
Sept. 13 vs. Navy (W 49-39)
Sept. 20 Michigan (W 31-0)
Sept. 27 Syracuse (W 31-15)
Oct. 4 Stanford (W 17-14)
Oct. 11 North Carolina (W 50-43)
Oct. 18 @ Florida State (L 34-31)
Nov. 1 vs. Navy (W 49-39)
Nov. 8 @ Arizona State (L 55-31)
Nov. 15 Northwestern
Nov. 22 Louisville
Nov. 29 @ USC
Northwestern looks to revitalize its offense

By BRIAN HARTNETT
Managing Editor

Northwestern’s 10-9 home loss to Michigan last Saturday marked the team’s fourth consecutive defeat.

It marked the fifth consecutive game in which the Wildcats (3-6, 2-4 Big Ten) scored 20 or fewer points.

And it ended with Northwestern just yards short of victory, as senior quarterback Trevor Siemian slipped and fell down as he attempted a two-point conversion after the Wildcats scored a touchdown to close within one point of the Wolverines.

Still, Northwestern head coach Pat Fitzgerald saw the close loss as a notable improve ment for his team.

“Our guys are coming back; they’re fighting,” Fitzgerald said during the Big Ten Football Coaches Teleconference on Tuesday. “I’m really proud of the way they fought [Saturday].

“At the end of the day, freshman year is a grind,” Fitzgerald said Tuesday. “… This is where you rely upon and I think where you learn the most as a young player. You’ve got to dig down deep. You’ve got to rely upon and trust yourself, but rely upon the way you practice each week and find one more play. [Jackson] came back and had a really good practice today.”

Fitzgerald added that most of Northwestern’s inability to run Saturday resulted from offensive line breakdowns. The Wildcats have surrendered 28 sacks through nine games thus far, including five sacks Saturday.

“We played poorly up front,” he said Tuesday. “I think it had a lot less to do with Justin and a lot more to do with the way that we targeted. We were out-physicled, and we did not finish blocks.”

Although Northwestern has struggled to find its offensive rhythm, the Wildcats have been stout on defense. Northwestern ranks 30th nationally in scoring defense, allowing slightly over 20 points per game, and the Wildcats have held opponents to fewer than 20 points in five games.

Northwestern also ranks in the top-20 nationally with 11 interceptions. The schemes put together by Wildcats defensive coordinator Mike Hankwitz allows the team’s defenders to make plays, Notre Dame head coach Brian Kelly said of Saturday.

“Our guys on the back end, their good ball skills.”

Although Siemian’s improved efficiency, the Wildcats, who possess the nation’s 119th-ranked scoring offense, struggled to move the ball, as freshman running back Justin Jackson ran for 35 yards on 17 carries.

Jackson had run for more than 100 yards in three of his first four previous games, putting together a 162-yard effort in Northwestern’s victory over Wisconsin on Oct. 4 and a 128-yard, two-touchdown performance in the loss to the Cornhuskers.

Fitzgerald said the team’s next few games would provide a good opportunity for Jackson to bounce back and continue to improve.

“We just came up three yards short.”

Last Saturday’s game followed a 40-7 Wildcats loss to Iowa on Nov. 1 and a 38-17 defeat against Nebraska on Oct. 18.

Siemian threw for 273 yards, his single-game season high, and completed over 65 percent of his passes in the game.

Fitzgerald said he was particularly encouraged by Siemian’s 143 passing yards in the fourth quarter.

“It looked like our whole offensive line gave Trevor more than a nanosecond to throw the ball, so that was productive,” he said Tuesday. “We don’t need to worry about winning out; we need to worry about winning next week.”

Fitzgerald said the team’s focus is on the short-term, not the potential postsea son goals.

“We don’t need to worry about winning out; we need to worry about winning next week,” Fitzgerald said last Saturday. “We’ve got a group of seniors that we want to get in the postseason, and you know, if you focus on that, you’re not going to focus on the preparation. It’s not about the outcome; it’s about getting yourself to go out and do it. So hopefully we will.”

Notre Dame and Northwestern will meet Saturday at 3:30 p.m. at Notre Dame Stadium.

Contact Brian Hartnett at bhartnett@nd.edu
Offensive line remains optimistic after loss

By MARY GREEN
Sports Editor

As Notre Dame looks to rebound from last week’s loss with a win against Northwestern, much of the attention will be focused on the Irish offensive line’s ability to protect senior quarterback Everett Golson.

Golson had a hand in a large portion of Notre Dame’s offensive miscues Saturday against Arizona State, including five turnovers off four interceptions and one lost fumble.

Senior captain and offensive lineman Nick Martin said his job description includes keeping his signal caller’s confidence high.

“We obviously reassure him every practice, and we know if we protect him, he’s going to make big plays,” Martin said.

“That’s what he’s been doing all year, and there’s no doubt about that we want No. 5 behind us.”

The offensive line has undergone a fair share of transitions throughout the season.

After the first three games saw Golson sacked six times for 42 total yards lost and the rushing attack pick up only 158 yards per game, the identity of the line was shaken up during Notre Dame’s first bye week, between the Purdue and Syracuse matchups.

In the season opener against Rice on Aug. 30, the line featured junior Ronnie Stanley at left tackle, senior Conor Hanratty at left guard, Martin at center, graduate student Christian Lombard at right guard and sophomore Steve Elmer at right tackle.

Against Arizona State last week, Stanley was the only player who did not change positions.

The rest of the line read Martin at left guard, senior Matt Hegarty at center, Elmer at right guard and Lombard at left tackle.

Martin said the unit’s job remains the same no matter where or against which team he and his teammates play.

“You’ve just got to lock down your guy,” he said. “You only have to block one guy on each play. You only have one man to block.”

Even with the new look, the line has struggled. Last week, the blitz-heavy Sun Devils sacked Golson seven times for a total 64-yard loss.

Irish head coach Brian Kelly said he was reluctant to put the full blame on the line for that stat.

“We could probably have an hour-long conversation about this — it’s not about simply the offensive line’s inability to pick up the blitz,” Kelly said Tuesday. “This is all synced into, the ball has to come out of your hand on time when they bring the pressure. … So it’s not just on an offensive line’s inability to pick up pressure. There is more to it than that, so that’s why we’re not pressing the alarm button on our offensive line in this instance. There are so many factors that have to get better across the board.”

However, Kelly did note the offensive line as a unit shared responsibility for early Notre Dame errors, such as Golson’s fumble in the first quarter, which came on a 13-yards-lost sack and resulted in an Arizona State touchdown.

“Well, interesting enough, we’re in max protection on the first turnover, and we have more blockers than they have blitzers, and we have two guys that get whipped, flat out get whipped,” he said. “[Golson] doesn’t expect to have any pressure on that play.

“The next play, it’s one of those plays where we’re trying to get the hands down of a defensive end, and we whiff on a block. I could go over every one of them.”

Despite those sacks, defensive pressure and turnovers, Martin said he and his linemates were as prepared as they could have been.

“I think the biggest thing is, they didn’t throw anything at us we weren’t ready for,” he said. “We knew what they were going to give us, and that’s what they did. You’ve just got to stay in front of your man, and it goes back to, you’ve only got one man to block each play.

“Trying to come off that performance, Martin said the line is eager to take the field against Northwestern on Saturday.

“We have a chip on our shoulder,” he said. “We want to play next week, and sometimes it’s tough, having a game, and you have to wait a whole week to play again, and we just want to get out there and play the game.”

Contact Mary Green at mgreen8@nd.edu
Golson, Irish aim to improve ball security

By MIKE MONACO
Senior Sports Writer

Editor’s Note: A version of this story first ran in The Observer on Wednesday.

Five Everett Golson turnovers spiraled into 28 Arizona State points Saturday, but Irish head coach Brian Kelly said the senior quarterback isn’t entirely to blame for the miscues and the resulting 55-31 loss to the Sun Devils.

“He’s responsible for the football. Every one of those turnovers, he’s responsible because he’s the leader,” Kelly said Tuesday. “And he took full responsibility and that’s why I’m proud of him. But he’s got 10 other players that have to do their job. And they’ve got to do their job better.”

Golson tossed four interceptions and fumbled twice, losing the ball once. The Sun Devils returned two interceptions for touchdowns and had two scoring drives — that followed Golson turnovers — that lasted a combined four plays and 36 yards. And although Golson was under constant pressure from the blitz-happy Sun Devils, which notched seven sacks, Kelly said the offensive line wasn’t “central to the issues of turnovers.” The line wasn’t to blame for any of the first three turnovers, Kelly said, and the coaching staff isn’t “pressing the alarm button” on the offensive line.

“There had nothing to do with the offensive line,” Kelly said. “When we look at it, it’s easy to say, ‘Alright, it’s the offensive line that’s breaking down.’ We don’t see that. … It’s not pointing to one specific group.”

Irish senior running back Cam McDaniel will continue to get more playing time in pass-protection situations as he continues to stay a cut above sophomore running backs Tarean Folston and Greg Bryant as a blocker, Kelly said. Folston and Bryant can improve their “want-to” and technique as blockers, Kelly added.

A New Holder
Irish sophomore quarterback Malik Zaire will take over duties as the starting holder, Kelly said. Zaire replaces junior walk-on Hunter Smith, who has mishandled three snaps — two against Stanford in poor weather conditions and one in the warm sunshine against Arizona State — this season. The mishap Saturday occurred with Notre Dame trailing 34-17 at the start of the fourth quarter.

“We’ve had three drops. Three is too many. Can’t take a fourth,” Kelly said.

Zaire has served as the backup holder all season, per Kelly.

What Lies Ahead
After Notre Dame suffered its second loss of the season and dropped to 7-2 — effectively eliminating itself from College Football Playoff contention — Kelly said his message to the team hasn’t change much.

“We haven’t talked about playoffs since day one,” Kelly said. “All we really talked about was how we compete and what we need to do this weekend to win because we’re all in it to win it. So our focus is really about what do we need to do to win this weekend because they want to sing the fight song at the end of the day.”

The Irish sat at No. 10 in last week’s College Football Playoff rankings and fell to No. 18 in the latest batch of rankings released Tuesday evening. Notre Dame dropped to No. 15 in this week’s AP poll and No. 16 in the coaches’ poll.

“We weren’t going to be able to control even if we won out whether we were gonna go to the playoffs,” Kelly said. “So we focus on things we can control. And what we know we can control is what we do during the week. And that’s really been the message.”

The Irish host Northwestern on Saturday at 3:30 p.m. at Notre Dame Stadium.

Contact Mike Monaco at jmonaco@nd.edu
GOOD LUCK IRISH!

Remember: Breakfast is the most important meal of the day…
YOU can eat it anytime at LePeep!

Monday-Friday 6:30-2:00pm
Saturday-Sunday 7:00-2:00pm

GO IRISH
BEAT NORTHWESTERN!

127 S. Michigan Street
Downtown South Bend
574-288-PEEP
Big Groups Welcome…call ahead available

EAT LIKE A CHAMPION…
BEFORE YOU TAILGATE!
A different game plan for autumn weekends from the College of Arts and Letters

You are invited to join in discussion with some of Notre Dame’s most engaging faculty in the Saturday Scholar Series on “home game” Saturdays. Each lecture and Q&A, sponsored by the College of Arts and Letters, is presented in the Snite Museum’s Annenberg Auditorium at 12 noon, unless otherwise noted. No tickets required.

“What’s All the Fuss About Digital Humanities?”

Matthew Wilkens
Assistant Professor, Department of English

The emerging field of digital humanities uses data sets derived from traditional sources like books and historical documents to study large-scale problems that were previously impossible to address. Find out what’s possible with these new techniques and why they’re as controversial as they are powerful.

12 Noon
Saturday, November 15, 2014

Snite Museum’s Annenberg Auditorium
Lecture and Q&A free and open to the public. No tickets required.

10.11.14 (vs. North Carolina)
Evolution, Humans and Other Animals: Theology and Anthropology in Dialogue
Celia Deane-Drummond, Professor, Department of Theology

11.15.14 (vs. Northwestern)
What’s All the Fuss about Digital Humanities?
Matt Wilkens, Assistant Professor, Department of English

11.22.14 (vs. Louisville)
Beyond Civility: Addressing the Crisis in American Public Discourse
John Duffy, The O’Malley Director of the University Writing Program; Associate Professor, Department of English

To view the entire Saturday Scholar Series visit: saturdayscholar.nd.edu

Go about your business.

Master of Science in Management
The business degree for non-business majors with no work experience. Learn the language of business and enhance your resume. Give us 10 months and we’ll give you the tools to make a living doing what you love.

mendoza.nd.edu/msm